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Recently, an efficient method for obtaining reduced interpreted Petri net, 

IPN, diagnoser was previously proposed for discrete event systems. This 

diagnoser consists of a single place and the same number of transitions 

that the system model has. Although, the current marking of this place 

(diagnoser) is enough to determine and locate faults occurring in a simple 

diagnosable discrete event system, it fails to determine and locate faults 

occurring in a complex non-diagnosable hydride systems that have 

discrete and continuous variables. Diagnosability means that the PN 

model is live, strongly-connected, and Transition-invariant (T-invariant); 

however, most of PN models are not diagnosable. This paper generalizes 

the IPN-based diagnoser to deals with such complex systems with ease. 

Chemical batch processes are employed to test the modified IPN-based 

diagnoser and the simulation results obtained indicate that the proposed 

diagnoser is promising for industrial processes.  

KEYWORDS: Discrete event systems, Hybrid systems, Fault 

detection and isolation, Petri nets, Interpreted Petri Nets, Chemical batch 

processes. 

 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

In general, modern technological processes include complex and large scale systems, 

where faults in a single component have major effects on the availability and 

performances of the system as a whole. Faults can be due to internal events as to 

external ones. Hybrid systems modeling and supervision have been used extensively in 

automation, and manufacturing applications that includes such faults [1]. Different 

frameworks for dynamic supervisory controllers are used in flexible manufacturing 

systems and automated batch processes [2-3]. The high-level system changes in hybrid 

systems are modeled as discrete event dynamic systems, while the low-level systems 

changes are modeled as continuous variable dynamic systems. The major issue in 

studying hybrid systems is the consistency between continuous and discrete models 

evolution. 

Fault detection is the central component of abnormal event management 

(AEM), which deals with the detection, diagnosis and correction of faults in hybrid 

systems. Many authors addressed the technical challenges in research and development 

that need to be directed for the successful design and implementation of practical 
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intelligent supervisory control systems for the process industries. They classified the 

FDI different methods into three categories [4-5]: Quantitative model-based methods, 

Qualitative model –based methods, and Process history based methods. In fact, these 

diagnostic methods are computationally demand.  

Petri nets possess many assets as models for discrete event systems DES. 

Concurrent processes and events can be easily modeled within this framework. As a 

powerful modeling formalism, PNs aiming to avoid the state explosion problem of 

large discrete systems. They provide more compact representation for larger reachable 

state spaces, and increase the behavioral complexity compared with automata-based 

models [6-7]. An efficient method for obtaining a diagnoser interpreted Petri net (IPN) 

model was proposed for DES systems [8]. This model consists of a single place and the 

same number of transitions that the system model has. However, this diagnoser has 

some limitations when it is employed for hybrid systems. The main objective of this 

paper is to generalize the IPN diagnoser to locate and isolate faults in such systems. 

The main contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows: 

1- Generalizing the IPN-based diagnoser to deals with hybrid complex systems. 

2- Avoiding the restrictions of diagnosablity property at PN models  

3- Testing the proposed scheme on the complex batch processes  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the basic 

concepts and notation of PN and IPN.  Section 3 generalizes the conventional IPN-

based diagnoser. Section 4 reports the results obtained from detecting and isolating 

faults in chemical processes using the generalized diagnoser. The topics in this paper 

by summarizing the contributions made and presenting suggestions for future research 

are concluded in section 5. 

 

2. THE BBASIC CONCEPTS AND NOTATIONS  

OF PN AND IPN 

This section presents the basic concepts and notation of PN and IPN used in this paper. 

For more details the reader can be directed to read [6-9].  

A Petri net is a particular kind of bipartite directed graphs populated by three 

types of objects. These objects are places, transitions, and directed arcs. Directed arcs 

connect places to transitions or transitions to places.  In its simplest form, a Petri net 

can be represented by a transition together with an input place and an output place. 

This elementary net may be used to represent various aspects of the modeled systems. 

In order to study the dynamic behavior of a Petri net modeled system in terms of its 

states and state changes, each place may potentially hold either none or a positive 

number of tokens. Tokens are a primitive concept for Petri nets in addition to places 

and transitions. The presence or absence of a token in a place can indicate whether a 

condition associated with this place is true or false.  

IPNs are a special kind of PNs. Compared with the latter, the former is simpler 

and faster for detecting and isolation faults in discrete event systems. Definitions and 

notations that are needed for this work can be briefly described below. 

Definition 1: A Petri Net structure G is a bipartite digraph represented by the 4-tuple 

as defined in (1): 

 G=(P,T,I,O)         (1) 
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where: P = {p1,p2,...,pn} and T ={t1,t2,...,tm} are finite sets of vertices named places 

and transitions respectively,  ZTPOI :)(  is a function representing the weighted 

arcs going from places to transitions (transitions to places); Z  is the set of 

nonnegative integers. Pictorially, places are represented by circles, transitions are 

represented by rectangles, and arcs are depicted as arrows. The symbol )( 
jj tt denotes 

the set of all places pi such that 0)(0)( ,,  jiji tpOtpI . Analogously, )( 
ii pp  

denotes the set of all transitions tj such that )0)((0)( ,,  jiji tpItpO . The incidence 

matrix of G is C . A marking function  ZPM : represents the number of tokens 

(depicted as dots) residing inside each place. The marking of a PN is usually expressed 

as an n-entry vector. 

Definition 2: An IPN is a class of PNs. It is defined in (2):  

IPN=(Q, 0M )        (2) 

The IPN structures with Q=(G,Σ,λ, ,) and an initial marking 0M

is a PN structure, Σ = {α1,α2,...,αr} is the alphabet of input symbols αi, λ : 

T→Σ }{  is a labeling function of transitions with the following constraint:  

0),(),(,,,  kijiikj tpItpIpifkjTtt  and both   )(,)( kj tt , then 

 );()( kj tt  qZMQR )(),(: 0
  is an 

output function, that associates to each marking in R(Q, 0M ) q-entry output vector; q 

is the number of outputs.  

A fault detection and isolation using conventional IPN-based diagnosers was 

proposed in [8]. It consists of a single place and the same number of transitions that the 

discrete event system has. In this model, the current marking of this place is enough to 

determine and locate faults occurring within a discrete event system. When 0ke , an 

error is detected, and then a faulty marking was reached. The mechanism used to find 

out the faulty marking is named fault isolation. The main problem of the use of such 

model is that its limitation to detect and isolate faults in simple diagnosable processes 

with single-input and single-output transitions shown in Fig. 1.  Diagnosability means 

that the PN model is live, strongly-connected, and T-invariant. The latter indicates that 

if it is possible to fire the given set of transitions, in any order, the state of the net will 

return to its initial condition at the end of the sequence. Unfortunately,  most of PN 

models are not diagnosable. Moreover, consider a mixer in a complex chemical reactor 

depicted in Fig. 2 has MIMO transitions e.g. Tm5 and Tm6  respectively. The 

conventional IPN-based diagnoser may fail to locate and isolate faults for such systems 

as will be depicted in section 4. To overcome this problem, this paper generalizes the 

IPN-based diagnosers in section 3. 

 

3. THE GENERALIZED IPN-BASED DIAGNOSER 
 

This section describes the conventional IPN-based diagnoser, the problem statement, 

and the generalized IPN-based diagnoser. 
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Figure 2: Mixing tank PN-model 

 

A. The conventional IPN-based diagnoser 

Figure 3 shows the connections of the conventional IPN-based diagnoser, D, with the 

normal transitions. The weight wi is ith content of the incident matrix C
d
 defined as 

[8]: 
NTTd CBC 

        (3) 

where B is nx1 vector with internal elements x that can be computed using the 

exponential base, b. That is b= MAX [abs(Cij)] + 1 and x=bi, where, i is an integer 

numbers, 1, 2, ..., for the measurable places, and  x=0 for nonmeasurable places. The 

matrix    is qxn output matrix where, q is the measurable outputs, and n is the 

number of places. The matrix  CN  is nxm matrix that describes the normal process.  

The i
th
 transition is Ti as shown in the figure. The parameter a and b are the alphabet of 

the input symbols that represents the external input of the system, and   represents the 

internal input of the system.  
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Figure 3 

 

Algorithm-1: The conventional IPN-based diagnoser is listed below. 

Inputs: 
k

d

kk
eMM ,, ; where, 

k
M  is the marking vector of the normal process,  

d

k
M  is the marking place of the diagnoser, and  ke

 is the error between them. 

Outputs: p(faulty place), 
f

M  (faulty marking) and Constants: 
dC is the IPN 

diagnoser structure incidence matrix defined in (3). 

i is the index of the column of 
dC  such that 

dC  (1,i)= ek 

1- 0)(, 


PMtp
ki       

2- 0)(, 


PMtp
ki

      

3- 1)(,)(   F

k

F

i

F pMPtp     

4 -  
kf

MM         

5 - Return (p, 
f

M )  

     

B. Problem statement, motivations and contributions 
The conventional IPN-based diagnoser can determine and locate faults occurring 

within a discrete event system that has transitions with single-input and single-output 

(SISO) as shown in Fig. 1. However, it fails to determine and locate faults occurring 

within a complex hydride control systems that have multi-input and multi-output 

transitions (MIMO) depicted in Fig. 2. The reason for this shortcoming is that the 

diagnoser incidence matrix 
dC  should have columns are not null and different from 

each other, however, for complex systems this incidence matrix may has null and 

similar values. That is why the diagnoser is not applicable for all PN models.  

The key solution of that problem is that the diagnoser should check faulty 

marking place )( F

k
pM  as well as the diagnoser incident matrix 

dC  as depicted in 

D
▪

▪

▪

T1

T2

a

b

Ti

Tm

w1

wm w2

wi
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the generalized IPN-based-diagnoser shown in Fig. 4 for detecting the faults of the 

undetectable transitions. The normal and faulty marking vectors respectively, should be 

updated every time step. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 4 

 

C. The generalized IPN-based diagnoser 

Algorithm-2: The generalized IPN-based diagnoser is proposed as follows. 

Inputs: 
k

d

kk
eMM ,,      These variables are described in the algrothem-1. 

Outputs: p
F
  is the faulty place, and 

f
M  is the faulty marking 

Constants: 
dC  is the IPN diagnoser incidence matrix 

i = index of the column of 
dC  such that 

dC  (1,i)= ek 

1- 0)(,   PMtp ki       

2- 0)(, 


PMtp ki    

3- 
1)(,)(   F

k
F

i
F pMPtp

   

4- updating the faulty and normal marking vectors         
ZCkMkM nnn  )()1(

                      
CVkMkM ff  )()1(

                        
where Z and V are respectively,  the input vectors of the system. C and Cn  are the 

incidence mantises of the diagnoser at normal and faulty operation respectively. So, 

this paper generalizes the conventional IPN-based diagnoser listed in subsection A as 

follows. 

To compute the weights of the multi-input muti-output transition shown in Fig. 

4, this paper proposes the following routine. 

D
▪

▪

▪
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5- If  
k

e  not equals any value in the matrix 
dC Then apply the following proposed 

routine: 

A- Define the ith position of the faulty place using,   )1,(iM
I

k
 where 

  is the number of moved tokens, and the negative sign indicates that the 

faulty marking place losses token unlike the normal marking vector. 

B- Define the jth position of the faulty place using,   ),( jIC
J

 at the i
th 

position of the faulty place, I. 

C- To detect the faulty place, firstly, compute 

















  ),()()1,(
21

.., JJ

JJ
i

CCiX , Then  )1,(IXPF
, where 

  is a positive integer that represents the link between the faulty place and its 

transition. 

D- Return (p, 
f

M ) 

    Else:
kf

MM   and  finally  Return (p, 
f

M )  

This modification enables the generalized dignoser to detect the faulty place 

for non-diagnosable processes, unlike the conventional IPN-based diagnoser as will be 

shown from the simulation results. 

 

4.   SIMULATION RESULTS OF THE GENERALIZED IPN 

DIAGNOSER 

Batch processes, automation and optimization, pose difficult problems because it is 

necessary to operate concurrently with continuous (algebraic or differential equations) 

and discrete (Petri net) models. They consist of many transport resources (transporters) 

like valves and pipes, and processing resources (processors) like mixing tanks, batch 

reactor vessels, and other container like units [9-10]. This complex structure has many 

expected faults that should be located and isolated. Researches have been conducted 

for this issue; however, they are computationally demand. Chetouani presented a FDI 

strategy for nonlinear dynamic systems [2]. It shows a methodology of tackling the 

fault detection and isolation issue by combining a technique based on the residuals 

signal and a technique using the multiple Kalman filters.  This paper proposes a 

simpler, but effective, enhanced IPN-based doiagnoser for such complex hybrid 

systems. The structure and the PN model of the batch process to be used in this paper 

and its supervisor have been proposed in [9] and it can be briefly described in 

subsection A. Fault detection and isolation of the batch process using the conventional 

and enhanced IPN-based are discussed in subsection B. 
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A. The system description  

The employed chemical batch process cell is described in this subsection. Two mixing 

tanks share the same supply tank. Mixing tanks are repeatedly filled and discharged 

with the restriction that only one tank can be filled at a time as shown in Fig. 4. It 

represents the final stage of large scale chemical batch process [9]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Batch process cell with two reactors. 
 

The basic recipe for the reactor is given in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Illustration of places and transitions for each sub model. 
 

Place Associated Action 

Pm1 Process ready. 

Pm2 Open the inlet valve of the mixing tank. 

Pm3 Open the valve of supply tank. 

Pm4 Stir the content of mixing tank. 

Pm5 
Discharge the mixing tank (Open the outlet 

valve).  

Transition Associated Event 

Tm1 Start a new batch. 

Tm2 Mixing tank is filled. 

Tm3 Duration of mixing operation is vanished. 

Tm4 Mixing tank is emptied. 

 

The PN model of this chemical batch process and its supervisor is depicted in 

Fig. 5 [9].  The readers who are interested in modeling and supervision of such 

processes are referred to [8-13].  

 

Mixing tanks

Supply tank

Vs

Vmb1 Vma1

Vma2
Vmb2
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B. Simulation Results  

B.1- A system testing using the conventional IPN-based diagnoser 

Considering the PN model of the Fig. 6, which represent the behavior of a system. This 

model is diagnosable [8], thus a diagnoser for this net can be built using the structure 

shown in Fig. 3 and its incidence matrix, C
d
 = [-7  -3  1  27  -1  8], has different and 

non zero values.  

At firing the 1st transition, the output of the IPN-based process model, y(k)=3, 

and the output of the IPN-based diagnoser, yd=3, and the difference between them, 

e(k)=0. Compared this error with the contents of the incidence matrix C
d
, the diagnoser 

indicates no fault.  

At firing the 4th transition, the output of the IPN-based process model, y(k)=3, 

and the output of the IPN-based diagnoser, yd=30, and the difference between them, 

e(k)=27. Compared this error with the contents of the incidence matrix C
d
 defined 

above, the diagnoser indicates a fault happened at event number 4 and the faulty place 

is its output; p9. 
 

B.2- Chemical batch processes testing using the conventional IPN-
based diagnoser 

Applying the same procedure for detecting and isolating the faults on the batch 

chemical process described in section 4 using the PN model shown in Fig. 5, results the 

following.   

At firing the 1th transition, the output of the IPN-based process model, y(k)=4, 

and the output of the IPN-based diagnoser, yd=4, and the difference between them, 

e(k)=0. The diagnoser indicates no fault happened. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 5: A unified plant/supervisor of the batch process 
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Figure 6 

 

At firing the 2nd transition and the 9th faulty transition, the error, e(k)=5.  The 

diagnoser should indicate that the faulty place is Pf11 only, however, its outputs two 

faulty places, Pf11, and Pf12 respectively as shown in Fig. 7 that shows a part of the 

whole PN model depicted in Fig. 5. This means that, the conventional diagnoser 

confused between the faulty place Pf11, and the normal place Pf12 as shown in the 

figure. This can be investigated using the diagnoser equation, 

1)(,)(   F

k

F

i

F pMPtp , that includes the places Pf11 and Pf12  

respectively as a subset of the general set that should intersected with the set of faulty 

places, P
F
.   This is totally wrong because the transition T10  is not fired.  It is clear that 

the conventional IPN-based diagnoser failed to determine and locate faults occurring 

within complex hydride systems (non diagnosable process) that have transitions multi-

input and multi-output transitions (MIMO) depicted in Fig. 7.  

For clarity reasons, let (Q,M0) be an IPN diagnoser such that it is live, strongly 

connected and detectable then the diagnoser is diagnosable [11]. Diagnosability, means 

the diagnoser can be built. Sufficient conditions for diagnosability of DES modeled as 

Petri net are given in [14]. Because not all the PN models are diagnosable, this paper 

can conclude that the conventional IPN-based diagnoser is not applicable to all types 

PNs. This problem has been sorted out using the generalized IPN-based diagnoser 

proposed in section 3. Its simulation results are discussed in the following subsection. 
 

B.3- Chemical batch processes testing using the generalized IPN-
based diagnoser 

The proposed IPN-based diagnoser has been tested using the batch process 

described in section 4, at the same conditions of using the conventional IPN-based 

diagnoser and the simulation results are described as follows.   

At firing the 1th transition, the output of the IPN-based process model, y(k)=4, 

and the output of the IPN-based diagnoser, yd=4, and the difference between them 

e(k)=0. The diagnoser indicates no fault happened.  
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Figure 7 
 

At firing the 2
nd 

transition and the 9
th
 faulty transition, the error, e(k)=1. Unlike 

the conventional IPN-based diagnoser, the generalized diagnoser indicates that the 

faulty place is Pf11 shown in Fig. 8. This is due to the virtue of using the current faulty 

marking with the proposed diagnoser to discriminate between the faulty states (places). 

The current faulty marking in the proposed diagnoser is enough to determine and 

locate faults occurring within a hybrid system not only that has SISO transitions but 

also that has MIMO transitions. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                           Fig. 8 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8 
 

5.  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK  

The main problem inherent to fault detection and isolation in batch processes is due to 

its hybrid nature. State variables like the tank level or the pump speed are continuous, 

others like the on-off valves, are discrete-state components. Model-based fault 

detection methods were proposed to detect and isolate faults in such systems; however, 

these models are computationally demand. This paper generalized IPN-based diagnoser 

to locate and isolate faults in hybrid dynamic systems with ease. Compared with the 

model-based methods, the generalized diagnoser is simpler, more effective, and faster. 

Also, unlike the conventional IPN-based diagnoser, simulation results reflected that the 

proposed diagnoser is promising for fault detection and isolation for all PN models that 

represents non-diagnosable and hybrid systems.  
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 مشخص عام معتمدا علي شبكات بتري لاكتشاف الأعطال وعزلها
في العمليات المعقدة   

فيييلآونة ايييرونظهريييريوة يييرةولاررشيييروفطاليييروها ميييااونظىلاييياتو ىرل ييياو ط  ييي نوى ييي ومييي ااةو  ييير و  ييي لآو
(IPN-based diagnoser)ذلكولاةمونلح ثونل افص رونل  رلارو نل لآورمي رلاوفر ياو تو اي تولا  يرو وو

 آهروو(places).و م ااةو  ر وهذهو  ا تو توى  و تو تو(diagnosable)ل ااءوااماوظىلاال او
 نحييييي يو افييييي وىييييي  و توو(a place).و ر اييييي توهيييييذنونلاامييييياو يييييتوىييييي  وو(transitions) يييييتو تو

(transitions)يييالرممو يييتوفطالريييروهيييذنونلاةيييامونل ط  ييي وى يييلآومييي ااةو  ييير .وونل  ييي ه مول اييياءوا ييي ذ و 
نهوناي وو(diagnosability)نلااماو تونا مااونظىلااتو ىرل اوفيلآونلياةمونل يلآور حشيهوفر ياوهاصيررو

.وو(non-diagnosable)ونل ييلآوهور حشييهوفر يياوهييذهونلهاصييرروفمييتوفييلآو ح ريي و ىييرتونظىلايياتول يياةم
و(A generalized IPN-based diagnoser)نلااميياوورش ييرهوهييذنونل حييثو ط ييرمو  لايي رروهييذن

 نل يلآوو(Hybrid systems)ل  طا تولر وفشلاو عونظاة رونظهرريوفشلاو لاتو رضاو عونلياةمونل  نايرو
.و ييمو(discrete and continuous variables) ح ي  وى يي و  ارييرنةو افصي رو  هيير و  صيي رو

ن ي ه نمونليياةمونلار را ريروهه  ييارونلااميياونل لاي روحرييثو  ضيحةونلا ييا لونل حاارييروفطالريروهييذنونلااميياو
وفلآو طالنرولص رونلااماونل ش ر  .
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